Figure 1. The Officer BDU and Beret

- Beret Flash
- Shiny Metal Rank Insignia goes on top of Beret Flash (centered)
- Rank Patch or Pin (cloth or metal, but must match opposite collar)
- Branch Insignia Patch or Pin (cloth or metal, but must match opposite collar)
- Last Name Tape Strip
- Texas State Guard Strip

See also next page.

Figure 2. The Enlisted BDU and Beret

- Rank Patch or Pin
- TMR Insignia Pin goes on top of Beret Flash (centered)
- Last Name Tape Strip
- Texas State Guard Strip

Figure 3. The Soft Cap

- Subdued Rank Pin or Patch on Soft Cap

Figure 4. Shoulder Patches

- U.S. Flag Patch on Right Shoulder, ½” below seam or 1/8” combat wartime patch
- Organization Patch on Left Shoulder ½” below seam
For Doctors

For Dentists

For Veterinarians

For Nurses

For other medically trained Specialists such as EMTs, Pharmacists, Lab Technicians, Physical Therapists, etc.

For all other Medical Reserve Corps volunteers. Stands for Medical Service Corps.